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Dear Readers,

We are proud to present the 5th edition of the daring idea that is Audea-
mus. This year marks a milestone in the history of the Honor’s journal 
because the founding members have all graduated leaving a legacy for a 
new generation of students to try to keep their idea alive. It’s Audeamus 
2.0 so to speak. 

This year we started fresh in many ways - an almost entirely new editorial 
board, a new advisor, a new website, a new set of eclectic works of schol-
arly and artistic achievement to publish, and a new concept that attempts 
to tie them together. Despite all the novelty, however, Audeamus is still the 
same entity in that its mission remains the same: presenting the best work 
from the minds of honors students in the UC System. It is still the brain-
child of students in every way, merely getting nurtured by novice caregiv-
ers. 

And as the idea that is Audeamus has matured, so have the members of 
it’s editorial board by way of learning what it takes to produce a journal 
like this. There have definitely been challenges, and setbacks. We had some 
stumbles in the process of learning to walk and some difficulty finding our 
new voice, but once we looked ahead to the future, we were able to become 
stronger for it. This year we tried to feature each accepted submission for 
what they were, the stars of their own show in the immense gallery of work 
that is created by UC Honors students each year. We saw Audeamus as the 
gallery where these amazing works are being showcased forever consider-
ing once completed, this exhibit will never be changed or taken down. Thus 
throughout the edition we’ve also showcased many different types of art 
from ancient pictographs on rocks to insanely intricate architecture from 
around the world, to more modern paintings - our gallery of art is as eclec-
tic and amazing as the works they frame.

We hope you enjoy your tour through our gallery, the tour through the 
minds of many amazing students. Before you begin your journey take a mo-
ment to be grateful to all the generations that came before and the lessons 
they left behind. Be excited about the fact that the students of the future 
will be able to continue to grow from and nurture your ideals after you’ve 
grown up. We’d like to especially thank Emily Nudge, Kathryn Jones, Dr. 
Thomas Perring and this year’s editorial board for helping to nurture this 
year’s journal. We are excited to pass the torch to the next generation.

Caitlin Charles and Jennifer Lorenz

Editors-in-Chief 
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Archaeology of the Spirit: 
Fairy Stories, 

Dreams and Tolkien’s Sub-Creation
Medium: Historical Research

Written by: Daniel Sousa   
U C  Davis
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“History is a pattern / of timeless moments. So while the 
light fails / on a winter’s afternoon, in a secluded chapel / his-
tory is now and England”. So wrote T.S. Eliot in Little Gidding, 
the fourth of his Four Quartets. Likewise, J.R.R. Tolkien might 
have argued that history is The Lord of the Rings. While a work 
of such complexity can hardly be reduced to a single word, 
careful analysis will show that a major theme behind Tolkien’s 
work is that of history: the preservation of forgotten lore and 
the relation of this heritage to the present. In this paper I will 
argue that Tolkien was a member of a broad movement across 
England to preserve the country’s pre-industrial history against 
an age of dehumanizing modernization. Indeed, I will show him 
to be a psycho-spiritual archaeologist – accessing the intangibles 
of England’s cultural tradition through fairy stories and dreams, 
and using the warp and weft of old values in the art of the sub-
creative process to weave a tapestry of history that would speak 
to his modern audience.

Shadow Sites: Spiritual as well as Physical
In the first half of the twentieth century, an archaeological 

vision of the British landscape encouraged the preservation of 
the country’s pre-modern history, as historian Kitty Hauser out-
lined in her book Shadow Sites. Figures such as O.G.S. Crawford, 
G.W.G. Allen, and Paul Nash used aerial photography to “trawl 
the British landscape for traces of a history that could be sensed 
even if it could not be seen”.1 Tolkien’s task was similar in es-
sence; the English landscape, which he canvassed, was simply 
philological rather than physical. Like Hauser’s shadow sites, the 
marks he sought to uncover were often hidden from the general 
public, accessible only through aerial voyages of the mind that, 
if the light were right, might suddenly cast them in stark relief. 
And like these photographers, Tolkien sought to explore elements 
which were “indescribable, but not imperceptible”.2

1  Kitty Hauser, Shadow Sites, page 2
2  J.R.R. Tolkien, On Fairy Stories
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The growing presence of mechanized industrialization ac-
tively transformed Britain in the early and middle twentieth cen-
tury. Hauser’s “aerial archaeologists” saw this as a threat, and 
were concerned with preserving the physical landscape that was 
their source medium. Likewise, Tolkien saw a similar transforma-
tion occurring on the English intellectual and cultural panorama. 
The budding impact of American mass culture and consumer-
ism were, to Tolkien, destroying English philological heritage. 
In a 1943 letter to his son Christopher he wrote, “I do find this 
Americo-cosmopolitanism very terrifying … it is getting to be 
all one blasted little provincial suburb”.3 The Lord of the Rings, 
then, may be seen as his attempt to prevent the rich British 
linguistic tradition from being forgotten. Instead of photograph-
ing the topographical landscape, he used literature to capture the 
vistas he found in fairy stories and dream visions.  While less 
tangible, this psycho-spiritual heritage carries a poignancy which 
transcends the physical.

One way to gain insight into Tolkien’s emphasis on ancestry 
is through his studies of language. In his 1955 Oxford lecture 
“English and Welsh”, for example, he claimed that we each have 
not only a “cradle-tongue” (the language which we first learned 
as an infant) but also a “native tongue” – “our own personal 
linguistic potential”. To Tolkien, language “is a natural product of 
our humanity”, and so each individual is predisposed to a certain 
language as the most instinctive means of expressing oneself. 
This predisposition comes to us through our forefathers, and so 
we are all composed of the linguistic “memories” of our anteced-
ents. Indeed, Tolkien saw this in himself, stating in a 1951 letter 
to Milton Waldman that while writing his mythology, “always I 
had the sense of ‘recording’ something that was already ‘there’, 
somewhere: not of ‘inventing’”.4 So though he formed a new set 
of legends, the stock from which he drew his inspiration was 

3  J.R.R. Tolkien, The Letters of J.R.R. Tolkien, page 65
4  J.R.R. Tolkien, The Letters of J.R.R. Tolkien, page 145
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his ancestral English heritage. His work can thus be seen as an 
artistic archaeological dig, 
uncovering secrets from the 
past and composing them 
into a creative whole.

Fairy Stories and 
Dreams: Links to the 

Past
One way in which 

Tolkien believed he could 
access this ancient font of 
knowledge was through fairy 
stories. In the 1936 essay 
“On Fairy Stories”, he stated 
that his personal interest in 
them was to “consider what 

they are, what they have become for us, and what values the 
long alchemical processes of time have produced on them”. These 
stories had, to Tolkien, echoes of the past hidden within them 
and were thus integral tools by which to access his heritage. A 
careful reader could discern the nature of these clues, providing 
an intangible but entirely real link to the past.

Tolkien emphasized the importance of such stories directly 
in The Lord of the Rings.  Near the end of The Two Towers, 
Frodo and Sam discuss the nature of “the old tales and songs” 
at length, deliberating on their importance and using them as a 
means of coping with the hopelessness of their own situation. 
After Sam asks what their fate will be, Frodo says, “I don’t know. 
And that’s the way of a real tale… You may know, or guess, what 
kind of a tale it is… but the people in it don’t know. And you don’t 
want them to”.5 Tolkien suggests that modern readers can, like 

5  J.R.R. Tolkien, The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers, Book 4, 
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these simple hobbits, reconcile and find meaning in the harsh 
uncertainties of their own lives.

In the same exchange, the characters say something equal-
ly revealing about the nature of folk tradition. After discussing 
some old hobbit-tales, Sam remarks, “Why, to think of it, we’re in 
the same tale still! It’s going on. Don’t the great tales ever end?” 
To which Frodo responds, “No, they never end as tales… But the 
people in them come, and go when their part’s ended”.6 Tolkien 
here asserts the importance of the tradition of storytelling. By 
incorporating these ideas into his work, he affirms their signifi-
cance and gives them a place in the modern world.

This emphasis on tradition is mirrored in Tolkien’s own life. 
A major part of his duties at Oxford centered on translations of 
medieval poems such as Sir Gawain and the Green Knight and 
Pearl. These were first published in 1925, in collaboration with 
E.V. Gordon, and his work on them continued at least until 1953, 
when Sir Gawain was broadcast on the BBC.7 They were particu-
larly significant to Tolkien because the medieval poet who wrote 
them was from the West Midlands of England, the area with 
which Tolkien felt he had the strongest ancestral ties. This, along 
with over 25 years of interpreting the works, is enough to sug-
gest that Tolkien would intimately weave elements of them into 
his own mythology.

So what might Tolkien have borrowed from these works? 
The dominant motif that moves all these poems is that of 
dreams. In Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, it is through sleep 
that the knight encounters the strongest of his temptations, 
that of sexual lust. The lady of the Green Chapel seduces him 
by slinking into his bed while he sleeps, telling him “you are a 

Chapter VIII, pages 362-363
6  J.R.R. Tolkien, The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers, Book 4, 
Chapter VIII, page 363
7  J.R.R. Tolkien, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Pearl, Sir Orfeo, 
page vii
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careless sleeper, if one can creep on you so!”8 Later, the knight’s 
fears of succumbing to the woman are revealed in a dream: “in 
heavy darkness drowsing he dream-words muttered / as a man 
whose mind was bemused with many mournful thoughts, / how 
destiny should his doom on that day bring him”.9 And even more 
potent than this imagery is that of Pearl, the entire poem being 
the elegy of the death of the poet’s child presented as a series of 
dream-visions.

In his introduction to these poems, Tolkien comments di-
rectly on the importance of dreams in medieval English stories, 
stating that “one of the reasons for the popularity of visions 
[was that] they allowed marvels to be placed within the real 
world … while providing them with an explanation in the phanta-
sies of sleep”. And when discussing the original audience of the 
poem, Tolkien writes, “we are dealing with a period when men, 
aware of the vagaries of dreams … thought that amid their japes 
came visions of truth”.10

Tolkien’s own time was just such a period – the culture 
in which he lived and wrote was openly accepting of dreams as 
fonts of knowledge that would otherwise be inaccessible to the 
waking world. Perhaps the seminal work on this subject is J.W. 
Dunne’s A History of Time.  Published in 1927, which was subse-
quently revised and reprinted in more popular second and third 
editions in 1929 and 1934. In this work, Dunne presents several 
anecdotes of his own experience with prevision – the ability to 
see glimpses of future events in his dreams. His claims were 
given authoritative weight by both his respectability as a veteran 
of the Boer War and his professed skepticism of clairvoyance. 
Indeed, in his initial declamatory salvo, he states “this is not a 

8  J.R.R. Tolkien, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Pearl, Sir Orfeo, 
page 69
9  J.R.R. Tolkien, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Pearl, Sir Orfeo, 
page 91
10  J.R.R. Tolkien, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Pearl, Sir Orfeo, 
page 14
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book about ‘occultism’… it is merely an account of an extremely 
cautious reconnaissance in a rather novel direction”, compar-
ing his own technique to that of the scientific isolation of a new 
chemical compound.11  

In addition to his empirical observations, Dunne proposed 
a theory to explain the seemingly impossible phenomena. He 

claimed that time, as a fourth dimension, exists not only in 
the moment of our experience, but extends both forward to 
the future and backward to the past.  Asserting that in dreams 
our subconscious is capable of escaping the artificial temporal 
confines constructed by our conscious minds, he suggested that 
time is like a book – one is capable of reading only one page at a 
time, while the entire book is present at once, and available if we 
can only turn the pages. In a world of Einstein’s relativity and 
Heisenberg’s uncertainty, Dunne’s approach was accessible to 
the layman while carrying the gravitas of the Scientific Method.

Dunne’s works were immensely popular across the intel-
lectual community of the time, as illustrated by a quick survey of 
contemporary writers. T.S. Eliot, for instance, was so intrigued 

11  J.W. Dunne, An Experiment in Time, page 11
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with the nature of time that he made it the subject of the first of 
his Four Quartets, “Burnt Norton”. Published in 1936, the poem’s 
opening lines set the tone: “time present and time past / are 
both perhaps present in time future, / and time future contained 
in time past”. Similarly, W.B. Yeats was concerned with the issue 
of dreams and time. His perspective on the subject is best il-
lustrated in his 1925 book A Vision. In this work, he looked back 
to an alchemical work of the 16th century Speculum Hominum et 
Angelorum to assess time’s circular nature as well as its acces-
sibility through dreams. Likewise, James Joyce obsessed over 
the notions of dreams and time. His entire 1939 work Finnegans 
Wake, for example, was meant to be a representation of the nebu-
lous nocturnal world of sleep. It is thus clear that the fascina-
tion with dreams and time was an ideological current running 
through many areas of Tolkien’s contemporary culture, from the 
scientific to the literary.

But from where did Tolkien’s individual interest in dreams 
arise? As discussed earlier, dreams were a major feature of the 
medieval fairy stories with which he worked so closely. And 
indeed, the dreams in The Lord of the Rings are in style and 
content very similar to those of the medieval poets with whose 
texts Tolkien worked extensively as a scholar. Like the medieval 
dream-visions, those in The Lord of the Rings are dominated by 
visual stimuli and convey hidden knowledge. Another historian, 
Amy Amendt-Raduege, has even noted in The Lord of the Rings 
instances of every type of dream identified by medieval thinkers: 
insomnium, or nightmare; visium, or hallucination; somnium, 
or ordinary dream; oraculum, or prophetic dream; and visio, or 
prophetic vision.12 But while this draws interesting parallels on 
the literary level, evidence suggests that Tolkien’s experience 
with dreams ran far deeper than this.

Throughout his life, Tolkien experienced a “terrible recur-

12  Amy Amendt-Raduege, Dream Visions in J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of 
the Rings
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rent dream … of the Great Wave, towering up, and coming in in-
eluctably over the trees and green fields”. He stated that his son 
Christopher had this “Atlantis-vision” as well.13 Furthermore, 
dreams and time travel were a major focus of Tolkien’s Oxford 
literary group, the Inklings. The conversations of this society, as 
well as his own personal experiences with dreams, led Tolkien to 
begin work on The Notion Club Papers.14 Written intermittently 
in the 1930’s and 1940’s, this is a fictional account of the min-
utes of the “Notion Club”, a group that meets to discuss literary 
and philological matters. In it, the members of the club discuss 
travel in dreams through time and space. Several of them expe-
rience dream-visions, both while asleep and awake, ultimately 
culminating in the joint recollection/discovery/creation of the 
ancient island-nation of Númenor, and the account of its fall by 
means of a giant tidal wave. This nation is identified by several 
of the characters as the mythical island of Atlantis.

The parallels between The Notion Club Papers and Tolkien’s 
own life are evident. The Notion Club itself is clearly an analogue 
of the Inklings – in fact, the members of the Notion Club were 
stated by Tolkien himself to be hodgepodge creations of the mem-
bers of the Inklings, including C.S. Lewis, Owen Barfield, Charles 
Williams, and himself.15 “The Fall of Númenor” was one of the 
earliest and most re-written stories of Tolkien’s compendium, 
and bears obvious similarities to his Atlantis-dream. Interesting-
ly, Tolkien wrote in a 1964 letter that the dream was occurring 
less frequently, because it was partially “exorcized by writing 
about it”.16 The Notion Club Papers was just such an exorcism. It 
is also clear that dreams are central to The Lord of the Rings not 
only within the text but also behind it, as echoes of the author’s 
personal experience.

Later in the letter where he describes his Atlantis dream, 
13  J.R.R. Tolkien, The Letters of J.R.R. Tolkien, page 213
14  J.R.R. Tolkien, Sauron Defeated, page 145
15  J.R.R. Tolkien, Sauron Defeated, page 153
16  J.R.R. Tolkien, The Letters of J.R.R. Tolkien, page 347
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Tolkien states that he “bequeathed it to Faramir”.17  The passage 
to which Tolkien refers is an exchange between Faramir and 
Eowyn in The Return of the King: 

 presently it seemed to them that above the ridges of the
 distant mountains another vast mountain of darkness 
 rose, towering up like a wave that should engulf the 
 world … ‘It reminds me of Númenor’ said Faramir … ‘of 
 the land of theWesternesse that foundered, and of the 
 great dark wave climbing over the green lands and above 
 the hills, and coming on, darkness inescapable.  I often 
 dream of it.18

Faramir’s dream closely parallels both the vision in Tolk-
ien’s letter and that in The 
Notion Club Papers. So here 
we see a particular scene 
written and rewritten by 
Tolkien over many years: a 
scene in which a dream is 
central, which features ele-
ments of travel in time and 
the loss of a rich, ancient 
civilization. This is Tolk-
ien’s struggle encapsulated: 

he is the conduit, the dreamer, through which a rich heritage 
that has been largely lost may be preserved.

Within the texts of Tolkien’s legendarium, there is little 
doubt of the import of dreams; indeed, entire scholarly books 
such as Verlyn Flieger’s A Question of Time: J.R.R. Tolkien’s 
Road to Faërie have been devoted to this subject, with excellent 
literary and historical analysis. But while addressing important 
questions of their occurrence and use, the issue of why Tolkien 
chose to use dreams at all remains unanswered. One response  
17  J.R.R. Tolkien, The Letters of J.R.R. Tolkien, page 213
18  J.R.R. Tolkien, The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King, Book 
6, Chapter V, page 259
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Flieger proposed is that dreams in Tolkien’s works are “a way of 
accessing consciousness in time”, that they “are not so much a 
part of the action as correlative to it. They correlate the wak-
ing and the sleeping worlds, they parallel or contrast conscious 
with unconscious experience, and they act as chronological 
markers”.19 This answer, while illuminating within the literary 
field, sidesteps the deeper issue of the author’s history. With the 
evidence presented here, one can see another answer to this 
question: that Tolkien used dreams as more than a “vehicle to 
convey his theme”20; instead, they are an essential element of 
the theme itself. So Tolkien used dreams as a medium for his 
exploration of psycho-spiritual history. Viewed through the prism 
of Dunne’s theories on time travel and Tolkien’s own studies of 
the English fairy-story tradition, he gained entrance to this pool 
of long-forgotten knowledge.

Putting it Together: Tolkien as Sub-Creator
Again in his essay “On Fairy Stories”, Tolkien wrote that 

“when a story-maker’s art is good enough … [he] proves a suc-
cessful ‘sub-creator’. He makes a Secondary World which your 
mind can enter”. To Tolkien, this process of sub-creation, com-
bined with an element of wonder, embodied the essential charac-
ter of the fairy story tradition. Tolkien’s goal as an author was 
just this “sub-creation”. His desire was to construct an internally 
consistent “secondary world” that would open the reader to the 
dimension of mystery and wonder. But he could not achieve such 
a daunting task without a pool from which to draw. He found this 
pool – fairy story and dream – and along with it found passage 
through the straits connecting the present to the past English 
lore which he sought to maintain.

19  Verlyn Flieger, A Question of Time: J.R.R. Tolkien’s Road to Faërie, 
page 175
20  Verlyn Flieger, A Question of Time: J.R.R. Tolkien’s Road to Faërie, 
page 176
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But despite his powerful drive to preserve the past, Tolkien 
knew that the world in which he lived would continue moving 
forward.  He addressed this issue in his 1936 lecture Beowulf: 
The Monsters and the Critics. Here, Tolkien saw the author 
as performing a “fusion that has occurred at a given point of 
contact between old and new, a product of deep thought and emo-
tion”. He saw the Beowulf poet as a man who was struggling to 

reconcile two worlds 
– the old and pagan 
with the new and 
Christian. It was 
inevitable that the 
new should prevail, 
but the old had ele-
ments worth saving. 
It is likely that Tolk-
ien saw the situation 
of the Beowulf poet 
as applicable to his 
own life. For indeed, 
Tolkien was also 
trying to fuse two 
worlds: the older 
world of English 
heritage and the 
new, mechanized, 
cosmopolitan “mo-

dernity” in which he physically lived. He knew that he could not 
force a regression to the past, but he could at least try to salvage 
something from its doomed wreckage.

T.S. Eliot, in his 1917 essay “Tradition and the Individual 
Talent”, wrote that “not only the best, but the most individual 
parts of [a poet’s] work may be those in which the dead poets, 
his ancestors, assert their immortality most vigorously”.21 It 

21  T.S. Eliot, The Sacred Wood, Essay #3
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seems that J.R.R. Tolkien had just this thought in mind when 
creating his legendarium. He was in contact with his precursors 
through both his studies of English fairy stories and his dreams. 
Using this thread of tradition, Tolkien wove together the past 
and the present in a tapestry which will long hang in the an-
nals of literature and myth. The craftsmanship of the cloth and 
the image formed in it is of the quality to guarantee its place in 
the minds of people for times to come. But the thread itself, the 
English tradition with which Tolkien was enchanted and driven 
to preserve, is intrinsic to the work and will be carried with it 
wherever the pattern is appreciated. This is what Tolkien sought 
to accomplish, and he succeeded.

(Tolkien The Letters of J.R.R. Tolkien; Eliot 

onsters and the Critics; Eliot The Sa
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it’s a creaking old
rocking chair with splintering wood
and the ruby tongues
of evil taste the air with dripping
spite and ravenous hunger

the shallow wings of 
beaky birds fail to take flight and crack
and the jack russell terrier
with the forked tail and the whole
world is screaming damn you

i see you the black
hole eyes of the inverse of life
you are a dirty slimy green
the underbelly of a malnourished toad
your gaping mouth with razor teeth

and sticky cheeks exclaiming
you sit alone and clack your lonely
words into existence the tight-bun hair
of a librarian with a hawk nose
and mouse eyes flicking everywhere

you come again to visit my bedside
counting down the seconds greedily
rubbing the dirty knuckles of your warty fingers
smacking your blue lips in wait
of payment shards of still-warm flesh

that before the end
were nicotine-flavor weakness and
the pupils full of ash and 
quivering mouth and dry lungs asking
for more more more—

you are hungry. 
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Introduction
Heroin dependence research is important to furthering the 

knowledge of the disease and how to effectively treat it. Heroin 
dependence is a problem due to adverse health effects such as 
the propagation of infectious disease and overdose death. The dis-
covery of effective treatment methods for heroin dependence is 
necessary, and animal models are of high importance in address-
ing these issues. 

The intravenous (i.v.) self-administration model was used in 
this research study. In this model, the rat is placed inside of an op-
erant box and administered an allotted amount of heroin based on 
a correct lever press. The rats were first trained to press a lever to 
receive a dose of heroin (i.v.) and then separated into two groups: 
one with 12 hours of access (long access or LgA) to heroin, and 
the other with 1 hour access (short access or ShA) to heroin. The 
rats were placed into two groups to create a more valid model in 
distinguishing between recreational, controlled heroin use (ShA 
group), and a compulsive/dependent heroin use (LgA group).

The tachykinin family is one of the major known families of 
neuropeptides. This system includes the neuropeptides: substance 
P (SP), neurokinin A, and neurokinin B. These neuropeptides bind 
to the G protein coupled receptors: NK1, NK2, and NK3 (Lecci, 
2003). SP binds preferentially to NK1 receptors and is implicated 
in the transmission of pain impulses. SP has also been implicated 
in having a role in the psychological stress response (Argyropou-
los et. al, 1990).  In self-administration models with mice it has 
been shown that the NK1 receptor is necessary to produce the 
motivational and rewarding effects of opioids. SP neurotransmis-
sion produces a behavioral stress response and drug sensitization 
effect and could play an important role in drug addiction (Com-
mons, 2009). 

The focus of this study was to investigate the role of NK1 
receptors on heroin self-administration in heroin dependent and 
nondependent rats. It is known that SP is able to induce dopamine 
release in the mesolimbic pathway (Furmidge et. al, 1993). Also, 
given the role of SP and NK1 receptors on stress, anxiety and pain, 
which are all symptoms of opioid dependence, it is possible to sug-
gest that this system may become hypersensitive after several 
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cycles of heroin self-administration and withdrawal, and play a 
role on negative reinforcement drug taking behavior. Therefore, 
blocking SP neurotransmission with a NK1 antagonist may be 
promising in therapeutic treat heroin dependence.

Methods
The animals used for this study were Wistar rats that under-

went surgery to have catheters placed into their jugular vein. The 
catheters ran from their jugular vein to the back of their skull. 
Screws were inserted into the rats’ skulls to anchor the catheter 
with sunshine compound and dental cement. After 7 days of re-
covery from surgeries, the rats were placed in operant boxes with 
tubing connected to their catheters to allow self-administration 
of heroin. The tubing was encased in steel braided housing that 
screwed onto the entry port of the catheter to ensure that the 
connection was secure. After every session the operant boxes 
were cleaned, and the rats flushed with heparinized saline. 

For the first week, all of the rats were trained to self-ad-
minister heroin in daily 1-hour sessions on a fixed-ratio 1 (FR1) 
schedule of reinforcement (every active lever press was rein-
forced with an i.v. injection of heroin). The rats were then split in 
two groups matched by responding: the long access (LgA) group 
and the short access (ShA) group. After 14 self-administration 
sessions on FR1, LgA rats showed an escalated pattern of heroin 
self-administration (compulsive heroin intake), whereas ShA rats 
maintained a stable level of heroin self-administration across ses-
sions (controlled heroin intake). The rats in both groups were 
then injected with the NK1 receptor antagonist L822429 (0, 15, 
30 mg/kg; i.p.) in a vehicle of 45% cyclodextrin in saline 1 hour 
prior to heroin self-administration sessions. The rats were tested 
on a FR1 schedule in a Latin-square design so that each rat would 
receive all the different doses but in a random order. They were 
also tested with the most effective dose in the progressive ratio 
reinforcement schedule. In this test the number of lever clicks per 
hit of heroin was steadily increased to measure the rat’s motiva-
tion to get the drug.
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Results 

Fig. 1- (A) The effect of NK1 receptor antagonist L822429 on FR1 
heroin self-administration in ShA and LgA groups after 1 hour. (B) The effect 
of NK1 receptor antagonist L822429 on FR1 heroin self-administration in the 
LgA group after 12 hours. (C) The effect of NK1 receptor antagonist L822429 
on progressive ratio heroin self-administration in ShA and LgA groups after 6 
hours. *indicates a significant effect compared with 0 mg/kg (p<0.01)   **in-

dicates a significant effect compared with 0 mg/kg (p<0.01)

Figure 1A shows the results for both ShA and LgA groups 
treated with L822429 in a heroin self-administration session for 
1 hour on a FR1 schedule (note that for the LgA group, the first 
hour of the 12 hour session was used for comparisons). Figure 1B 
shows the results of the LgA group for the total (12 hour) session. 
In both charts, the number of heroin infusions on a FR1 schedule 

!

A
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  B
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is shown as a function of NK1 receptor antagonist L822429 injec-
tion dose. In both charts, the white bar represent the results for 
the vehicle, the gray bar for 15 mg/kg dose and the black bar il-
lustrates the results for 30 mg/kg dose of L822429.

Figure 1C shows the results of both ShA and LgA groups 
from 6-hour self-administration sessions. The number of heroin 
infusions on a progressive ratio schedule is shown as a function 
of NK1 receptor antagonist L822429 injection dose. The white bar 
is the first session with no injection of NK1 receptor antagonist 
L822429 administered, and the black bar is the second session 
with a 30 mg/kg injection of NK1 receptor antagonist L822429 
administered. In figure 1A, 1B and 1C, a significant decrease in 
heroin infusions is seen in both ShA and LgA groups upon injec-
tion with 30 mg/kg of NK1 receptor antagonist L822429. 

Discussion
The results of the present study show that the NK1 receptor 

antagonist L822429 was able to reduce heroin self-administration 
in Wistar rats. This effect was seen in both ShA and LgA rats on 
both FR1 and progressive ratio reinforcement schedules. The ef-

fect was more pronounced for the LgA rats on a progressive ratio 
reinforcement schedule than under any of the other conditions.    
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According to research done by Furmidge LJ, Duggan AW, and 
Arbuthnott GW, release of SP was seen in rat nucleus accumbens 
during the first 30 min-
utes after I.P. injection of 
d-amphetamine (4 mg/kg), 
but was not seen follow-
ing saline injection. They 
postulate that, “Release 
of SP is thought to be due 
to the action of dopamine 
on postsynaptic cells 
containing this peptide.”  
(Furmidge et. al, 1993). 
Heroin also activates the 
mesolimbic dopamine sys-
tem, and the release of SP 
upon taking the drug may 
negatively reinforce drug 
taking behavior. Accord-
ingly, blocking SP trans-
mission would therefore decrease drug taking behavior. 

NK1 receptor antagonists have been shown to be well tolerat-
ed in humans and have been approved for human use. In a recent 
study by George et al., they treated detoxified alcoholic inpatients 
with NK1 antagonist LY686017 which “…suppressed spontaneous 
alcohol cravings, improved overall well-being, blunted cravings 
induced by a challenge procedure, and attenuated concomitant 
cortisol responses.” (George et al. 2010).  This together with the 
results of the present study suggests that manipulating the tachy-
kinin system may be a useful way to treat drug addiction.

Research being done in the field of heroin dependence is im-
portant for a greater understanding of the disease and the treat-
ment thereof. Continued research in the role of SP antagonists 
is necessary to gain a more complete picture of the role of SP in 
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heroin dependence. Looking forward, SP antagonists show prom-
ise as a possible form of therapy for heroin dependence.
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I was born with the hands of an old woman-
      cold, wrinkled, and bony
      but also wise, and full of tenderness.
My soul is a moth, grasping toward light
      yet fearful for the death that claims
      the instant we will meet.
I smell of rotting sunflowers,
      sweet, musky, drying into
      limp orange clusters.
I am the dust that slides into a beam of sunlight,
      that wavers fragile in the air
      and retreats into shadow.
I am Fleeting,
      made of rich red clay 
      and earth like moist breath--

      see me in the sun, in the birds
      who dip like smears across the sky
then reemerge, blind and beautiful,
holding happiness between the arches
      of their wings, more delicate
      than the last bleeding notes of daylight.
I am Fleeting,
      and it feels human.



To Write Without Organs:
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Lurking within the dark spaces of World War II are the wails 
and screams of the tortured. Though the holocaust could generally 
be described as an experience of torture, here it refers to the spe-
cific experiences recounted and analyzed in Jean Améry’s essay 
“Torture” that records his experience in Breendonk at the hands 
of the Gestapo. His imprisonment, which he repeatedly notes 
his reluctance to talk about, leads him to demand upon society 
the eradication of torture; on his way to this demand, he passes 
through his own experiences in being brutally tortured by the 
SS, and describes the way his body is physically broken down, as 
if the borders of his own body are being flattened to create a ho-
mogenous bundle of flesh. But through being broken down, Améry 
collects his experience to project into the present, for torture did 
not end with World War II.

Standing opposite the victim in the chamber is the SS man – 
the torturer. The dynamic is strictly dichotomous: one aggressor 
and one victim. But the violent nature of the SS does not trans-
form the torturer into some otherworldly demon or feral beast as 
Améry assumes; he is surprised to find these men have “faces like 
anyone else’s,” and are in fact human (Améry 124). The face-to-face 
encounters between Améry and the Gestapo have “the function of 
[…] binarization,” despite the SS not looking like the “specific idea” 
of a beast or demon possessed from Améry’s imagination (Deleuze 
and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus 177). The points on the face: 
the eyes, the mouth, the nose and each distinguishing mark bring 
the two figures, Améry and the Gestapo, together. They inscribe 
onto each other, however the face of the Gestapo is more imposing 
than the victim’s. Whereas previously “the face is Christ” is the 
dominant referent, the torturer becomes sacrosanct in his encoun-
ter with the tortured (Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus 
176).1 Améry even describes the confessional-like experience and 

1   In reference to this passage by Deleuze and Guattari, there is an 
obvious question: who is the Face for the Jewish community previously; who 
is there Christ?
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questions the holy status of the torturer, “for is not the one who 
can reduce a person so entirely to a body and a whimpering prey 
of death a god” (Améry 133)? The Gestapo becomes the face to 
which all others are measured. This can be seen throughout the 
Holocaust where those believed to be symbols of a master race, 
the Aryans, are placed on a pedestal while Jewish people, gypsies, 
homosexuals and the handicapped are taunted for being “lesser 
than”. They are physically differentiated with numbers and stars. 
The binary becomes blatant; yet there is a wall as “the torturer is 
solely the other,” in the eyes of the tortured (Améry 121). There 
is none of what Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari term becoming 
in this relationship. Whereas the subjects in a becoming must be 
heterogeneous in some way, there must also be a “deterritorial-
ized medium and subject that are like its elements” (Deleuze and 
Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus 291). In this case, the subjectiv-
ity of both parties must be recognized, but this is impossible as 
Améry keeps the torturer at a distance as always-already other 
and the torturer attempts to dehumanize the tortured. The very 
act of torture has a profound effect on the body of the tortured, 
even despite the psychical distance. 

The torture described by Améry in Breendonk literally broke 
down the demarcations and the joints of his body. The result of 
his torture was the dislocation of his shoulders (Améry 130). In 
this way, torture is a return to barbarism: the act of torture is the 
placement of the body into the social machine; it is inscribed as a 
function of memory (Deleuze and Guattari, Anti-Oedipus 144-145). 
The human flesh is treated like a writing pad; the experiences of 
the torturer are translated onto his body by the wounds he in-
flicts. The prisoner’s body is reduced to a flat plane, a blank piece 
of paper, a one dimensional object. Améry speaks of his “trans-
formation […] into flesh” at the hands of the torturer in a sense 
similar to the body without organs (Améry 131). Though the body 
without organs can be understood many different ways as it is 
constantly redefined throughout different works, here it shall be 
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regarded as a nondifferentiated plane. Turning directly to Améry’s 
description of his torture, his experience is incredibly similar in 
its violence and aggression as that described in Deleuze and Guat-
tari’s instruction on “How Do You Make Yourself a Body without 
Organs?” (Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus 149). For 
the tortured, it is that “the balls sprang from their sockets[, the] 

dislocated arms [and] the 
blows from the horsewhip” 
befall the body (Améry 130). 
For the masochist who wants 
to make himself a body with-
out organs, it is a require-
ment to “sew up the hole in 
the glans[, …] stick the pins 
all the way [and] give […] 
lashes” all to experience in-
tensity (Deleuze and Guat-
tari, A Thousand Plateaus 
151). The distinction here is 
who demands pain. In tor-
ture, the victim is subjected 
to the desires of the tortur-
er. Améry never asks to be 

struck, whereas the masochist devises a specific contract with 
the sadist to suffer. Whereas Améry notes the torturer “forces his 
own corporeality on me with the first blow,” he misses the element 
of desire at play (Améry 126). More so than just bodies colliding 
with each blow, “it [the culture of cruelty and torture] forcibly 
injects production into desire, and conversely, it forcibly inserts 
desire into social production and reproduction” by shaping the so-
cial perception of the victim at the hands of the Gestapo (Deleuze 
and Guattari, Anti-Oedipus 145). As noted earlier, torture leaves 
scars that are distinguishing and inscriptive. These demarcations 
paradoxically help to both destratify and demarcate.
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The process of scarring, either virtual or actual, is a nod to 
the civilized Capitalist system which frames these interactions. 
For Améry, all of the scars were virtual; they do not physically ap-
pear on his body, but are “ineradicably burned into him” (Améry 
131). It stays with him as a memory that he carries forward while 
reconstructing his body. Even in writing the essay he is marking 
his body with language as a figure of the survivor – all because of 
the initiation of torture by the SS. While reflecting on the horror at 
Breendonk, he guides “one” through the main gate (Améry 121). 
Here he collapses the first and third person grammatical struc-
ture. He attempts to universalize the walk by making both the 
reader and speaker dwell within the subject of one. Here Améry 
becomes the deterritorializer. As “each of us [is] several, there [is] 
already quite a crowd” and by inviting more people into the place 
of subjectivity Améry is making an identity salad (Deleuze and 
Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus 3). The figure of the one-as-many 
is an initiation of a becoming. Placing the reader into an indeter-
minable position is an attempt to access affect and avoid sympa-
thy and identification. As Deleuze and Guattari note in analyzing 
Freud’s depiction of “Little Hans” and the horse “it is not a ques-
tion of imitating a horse, “playing” horse, identifying with one, or 
even experiencing feelings of pity or sympathy” but of register-
ing intensity to scramble the reader’s identity just as Améry’s 
was smoothed out (Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus 
258). Continuing through Breendonk, Améry takes the reader to 
“the business room” where cruelty is the number one job (Améry 
121). This euphemism is a reminder that Capitalism is still at play 
here. In both the scarring by the Gestapo and the becoming at-
tempted by Améry “all that is solid melts into air” as the world 
becomes immanent and flat (Marx and Engels 7). Améry, however, 
attempts to keep contained the experience separate from the rest 
of his identity. At one point he asserts “torture is the most hor-
rible event a human being can retain within himself,” and while 
initially it seems to be saying that torture will forever live pain-
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fully inside the tortured even after the beatings halt, there is a 
double meaning (Améry 122). Améry is the one retaining the pain 
within him; he refuses to let it out and overwhelm him and cannot 
purge himself of it entirely. In seeking to contain this experience, 
he begins to once again draw lines within his identity. He is re-
territorializing after being deterritorialized by the beatings. But 
while keeping the pain contained, he also wishes to broadcast a 
message: that torture is contemporary. 

The refrain within Améry’s text, the destruction of the body 
through torture, echoes into the present. Améry asks modernity 
to listen for those “crying out under torture” and understand the 
cruelty felt by them (Améry 123). His demand, however, is not a 
simple request for sympathy. His essay has been entered into the 
world economy. In translation his work stretches the bounds of 
what constitutes a minority literature. Initially, however, this es-
say fits squarely within the confines of a transformative piece of 
minority literature: it is both individually and universally political 
and importantly is written within a majority language, in this case 
German, from a marginalized position, a survivor of World War II 
torture (Deleuze and Guattari, Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature 
16-17). The work is individually political because it speaks from a 
specific place about a specific experience, but universally political 
because it resonates with others. Under translation, the idea of 
the work being written is stretched because the piece is no longer 
solely the work of the author. The translator does not necessar-
ily possess the same position within the language as the author 
– being on the margins. The author’s identity, however, is more 
important than the translators as they are the initiator of the 
text. The English language is not home, at least not from birth, to 
Améry and similarly to Holocaust victims. He is still writing from 
a place of marginality. He notes that after being beaten he would 
experience “euphoric moments” at realizing his body was healing 
(Améry 135). The healing of his body brings him away from the 
“lines of death” the Gestapo attempt to commit him to (Deleuze 
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and Guattari, A Thousand Pla-
teaus 285). Améry’s body, after 
all, never completely becomes a 
body without organs though he 
is unable to regain “trust in the 
world” (Améry 136). He main-
tains his differentiation and his 
singularity without becoming 
bogged down by the dread and 
fear bread by torture. He wants 
to move torture out of the ev-
eryday so it’s not a “passage à 
tabac” but an exception (Améry 
125). It is by Capitalist expan-
sion that he is able to reach his 
audience. The capitalist system 
through translating and selling 
the novel transforms his story 

just as he is initially transformed by torture: broken down into 
parts and then attempted to be reassembled.

Without the deterritorialization of the body, experience 
would be impossible as would translation and expression. It is 
the torturers forceful application of it, however, that renders the 
body without organs. It is at the moment in between, when not 
fully destroyed and made flat and not built up again that change is 
possible and affectation occurs. For Améry, this moment is within 
his prose. His expression and warning against torture is his line-
of-flight from Breendonk and helps him maintain composure in 
the modern age, for what was deterritorialized by the torturer is 
reterritorialized onto paper for the world to read. 
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My grandmother sits at the dinner table, leaving her food 
untouched as she speaks intently of her husband. When I ask her 
what it has been like living with and caring for someone with 
Parkinson’s disease, she answers, “Grandpa invented the word 
stubborn. You learn to live with it, and to love it.” At first her an-
swer appears random, off topic, but upon further examination its 
relevance is undeniable. In saying this, she is referring as much 
to his stubbornness as she is to his Parkinson’s disease, as the 
two have become synonymous in the last 4 years. My grandfather, 
seated to her right, does not acknowledge the comment, either 
because he did not hear it, is pretending he did not hear it, or has 
simply heard it said too many times before. Most likely a combina-
tion of the three, Grandpa’s silence is not new nor is it surprising 
as he continues to slowly cycle his fork from plate to mouth. As he 
does so the fork trembles slightly, causing food to be dropped and 
a consequent call to the dog for cleanup. He looks up from his plate 
and smiles at me, both in light and in disbelief of his condition. 
He wipes food from his beard—a new development over the past 
year—with the edge of his napkin before he returns to his dinner.  
He is 92 years old, but as we often joke with him he could pass for 
85, and holds his bald head high despite the hunch that has devel-
oped in his posture. Although he is perfectly capable of speaking 
for himself, my grandmother answers most of the questions about 
his history and condition, allowing him to keep eating and further 
preventing her from doing so. 

She tells me that the stubbornness began with his father 
Hugh, an Irish railway worker who wanted nothing more from his 
life than to work. Even as an old man Hugh continued his job as 
night watchman at a stone quarry, despite the pleas of his family 
to retire and live more peacefully. His work and life were brought 
to a simultaneously fitting end when a pickup truck ran him over 
during one of his shifts. At 76 years old he had become legally deaf 
and apparently failed to hear the truck as it backed toward and 
eventually over him. It was, as my grandfather called it, “a good 
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way to go.” 
The stubbornness and relentless work ethic my grandfather 

inherited served him well for many years as a salesman of count-
less different products. As he grew older he began to take time 
off work, but only to travel with my grandmother and to build the 
house they intended to spend the rest of their days in. It was dur-
ing this period of working, traveling and building that my grand-
father started to feel “off”, as he put it. “It’s difficult to explain 
how it felt,” he says, speaking of his progression into Parkinson’s, 
a neurodegenerative disease infamous for its adverse affect on 
motor control--the body’s ability for controlled movement. “I knew 
something was not right but I couldn’t pinpoint it exactly. Some-
thing was off in my head.” He soon found himself having to spend 
more time off his feet and unable to do many of the things he 
loved, things he had been doing with ease just months prior. At 
first he denied that anything was wrong when my grandmother 
questioned his newfound lackluster, determined that whatever it 
was would pass and he would be back on his feet in no time. His 
condition, however, continued to decline, and he soon found him-
self losing balance and falling semi-frequently. Only then, after 
a couple falls that frightened his family more than him, did he 
acknowledge that something was wrong and consent to seeing a 
doctor. 

Unfortunately, the doctor had nothing to tell him other than 
that he was in great shape for an 86 year old. This was not news 
for my grandpa, who was proud of his good health, and he insisted 
that they reevaluate him and run as many tests necessary to find 
what was wrong. It had taken him considerable effort to admit to 
his sickness and he was not going to allow anyone to now tell him 
otherwise. He changed doctors several times, leaving each one 
puzzled as to what may have been causing his condition and with-
out anyone even mentioning the possibility of Parkinson’s disease. 
Doctors repeatedly told him “You’re perfectly healthy”, and he re-
peatedly replied, “You’re wrong”. As his frustration grew he began 
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to question his own sanity and fell into hopelessness. If this work-
less, immobile state was to be his fate, Grandpa wondered what 
the point was in prolonging his life still further and found himself 
“waiting to die”. It wasn’t until he visited a neurologist and was 
diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease that he began to again get 
excited about life. “He was actually happy when they told him 

he had Parkinson’s,” 
says my grandma, 
“It was great for him 
to hear that he was 
right and the doctors 
wrong. He loved the 
validation.” 

Like many pa-
tients, my grandfa-
ther was unaware 
that he had been liv-
ing with Parkinson’s 
disease for several 
years. Although the 
doctors’ inability to 
diagnose him was in-
credibly frustrating, 
it is not uncommon. 

Many of the symptoms of Parkinson’s disease resemble normal ag-
ing, frequently leading it to be dismissed as such. Consequently, it 
is estimated that thousands upon thousands of Parkinson’s cases 
go undiagnosed each year, leaving the official statistic--roughly 
60,000 new cases per year--a staggering understatement (www.
parkinsons-disease.org).  Adding to this confusion is the fact that 
most patients--my grandfather among them--know almost nothing 
of the disease at the time of their diagnosis, which is surprising 
given how long it has been part of human history. Although it is 
widely considered a product of our lifestyle and times, records of 
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Parkinson’s or PD, as it is often abbreviated, date back to the ear-
liest of civilizations. Aryuveda, the ancient Indian form of medi-
cine, documented PD under the name of Kampavata some 2,000 
to 3,000 years ago, and still treats it today in the same holistic 
fashion it did back then. Western medicine too has long known of 
the disease, first acknowledging Parkinson’s as “Shaking Palsy” 
in AD 175 (Parkinsons.org). It wasn’t until the mid nineteenth 
century, however, that PD was linked to a deficiency in dopamine 
(a hormone crucial to proper motor function) and a corresponding 
degeneration of the part of the brain that produces it (National In-
stitute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, 2005). What exactly 
causes this degeneration of neural cells remains a mystery, but 
its effects are well known and include both primary symptoms 
(muscle rigidity, difficulty in moving, involuntary tremors) and 
secondary ones (fatigue, depression, speech problems). Interest-
ingly, the low levels of dopamine in the brain do not produce the 
tremors and shakiness most associated with the disease so much 
as they interfere with the body’s ability to reduce such unneces-
sary movement. That is to say it was not an involuntary spasm 
generated by PD that caused my grandfather to drop the food off 
his fork, but rather it was the human body’s natural tendency for 
shakiness, which is usually kept in check by the area of the brain 
affected (Bautista, 2009).

At the time of his diagnosis, Grandpa displayed some of the 
classic signs of PD: his gait was awkward and stuttered, and he 
would shuffle from place to place rather then walk; he often felt 
dizzy and light headed, having to lay down after even the small-
est tasks; he had difficulty performing fine movements, particu-
larly those with his hands such as holding cutlery or brushing 
his teeth; his handwriting had decreased in size to letters barely 
visible and despite his best efforts he simply could not write larg-
er (this being one of the most confirming signs of the disease) 
(Bautista, 2009). Most unsettling for everyone was the dementia 
that set in. Although somewhat expected--roughly 78% of Parkin-
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son’s patients will develop some form of dementia (Nursing Stan-
dard, 2007)--the hallucinations were nonetheless difficult for my 
grandfather as well as those around him. During his dementia 
“spells”, as my grandmother calls them, Grandpa would see people 
he hadn’t seen or who hadn’t lived in years, and would occasion-
ally lose the ability to form words. He “blabbed gibberish” at these 
times and became hysterically frustrated as he tried in vain to 
express himself. The worst were the night terrors: fits of “blood-
curdling screams” and violent thrashing that ensued as he tried 
to escape the dreams that haunted him. It was this facet of his 
disease more than anything that made him eager to try any kind 
of medication that might help.

Treating Parkinson’s disease can be tricky. There is no cure 
for the disease, nor is there any means of reversing its progres-
sion. On top of this, the means by which the disease can be man-
aged are expensive and potentially risky. All of the medications 
available have adverse side effects, and the surgical treatment 
of PD often involves cutting or shocking the brain, two methods 
of debatable effectiveness. My grandfather, ever one to avoid the 
knife, opted for treatment via numerous combinations of pills and 
patches. As is a common experience with PD patients, the initial 
months of medication were difficult to endure, and at times he felt 
that the side effects were “worse than the Parkinson’s” (Nursing 
Standard, 2007). To make matters worse, Grandpa’s stubborn-
ness prevented him from allowing my grandmother to control and 
administer his drug supply, resulting in his making mismatched 
pill combinations and dosage mistakes. Referring to such occur-
rences my grandmother comments, “It was a little hairy at times. 
We’ve certainly had some interesting, scary experiences.” They 
laugh as they recount these “scary experiences” and tell me that 
she now keeps his medications hidden, trying to balance getting 
him to take his medications while at the same time preventing him 
from administering them himself. 

Thankfully, after more than four years of medication my 
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grandfather’s condition has improved dramatically. PD medica-
tions--usually pills that increase dopamine release in the brain--
have a tendency to lose their effect over the course of the treat-
ment, and in some cases they don’t even work in the first place 
(Bautista, 2009). My grandpa has somehow escaped this end, and 

although the majority of his PD symptoms are still present they 
are no longer debilitating. The hallucinations continue, but un-
der the control of medication reality is more distinguishable. The 
following exchange is not uncommon when my grandparents sit 
down to the dinner table:

“Honey, is Jared [his son] sitting across from me right 
now?” 

“Nope.”
“Yeah, I didn’t think so.”
Together they laugh about the things he sees, and many have 

become running jokes in the family. Grandma tends to humor him, 
going along with his hallucinations and breaking their falsehood 
gingerly to him when he does not realize himself. As for his mo-
tor control, he still is a little shaky in almost all movement and 
remains unable to work or travel. But he is at least hopeful. In my 
most recent visit he gave me a photocopy of an article he had cut 
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out of the newspaper titled “Stem Cells Made Without Embryos”. 
The article outlines a new technique of harvesting stem cells from 
skin that will allow for more research in the field of neurodegen-
erative disorders, Parkinson’s included. Grandpa now checks the 
news daily for any updates on stem cell research or other possible 
cures for Parkinson’s. At his most recent physical the doctor told 
him that aside from his PD he was in unbelievable shape for a 92 
year old. “So I guess I’ve got a lot of life left in me.  I can’t wait for 
them to find a cure for this thing so I can live it better.” I asked 
him what he would do if he gets cured and he replies with no 
hesitation (and no surprise on my behalf) that he would like to go 
back to work. “It’ll probably be something in sales again. That is, 
after all, my specialty.” Stubborn as ever, Grandpa intends to stick 
it out until scientists discover a cure for Parkinson’s disease. He 
seems to have come to terms with living through the occasional 
fork fumble and hallucination, and letting Grandma do most of the 
talking until then.

Post Script
In interviewing my grandfather I saw for the first time how 

much Parkinson’s has affected his life. I have only recently begun 
to spend time with my grandparents aside from special occasions 
and I had always thought that Grandpa had it pretty easy for some-
one with Parkinson’s. Perhaps intentionally, many of the difficul-
ties and scares they experienced with the disease had remained 
unknown me prior to the interview. More than anything, I learned 
of the frustration that can accompany a disease as debilitating 
as Parkinson’s. The lack of control that is felt in all sicknesses 
seems heightened in neurodegenerative diseases, as they invade 
not only the body but also the mind. Trying to imagine what it was 
like for my grandfather to lose his ability to form words, knowing 
what he wanted to say but simply unable to do so, makes me want 
to approach each future patient (of any condition) from a place of 
empathy for their frustrated state.
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The inability of the doctors to diagnose him is also notable. I 
do not fault them for it; Parkinson’s is a complex and very poorly 
understood disease. In writing this case study I realized more 
than ever how helpless medicine could be in treating the unknown. 
There is endless progress to be made in terms research on dis-
eases and their treatments, and the information available on PD is 
likewise limited. I found virtually the same one or two paragraphs 
on its causes and effects in every text I read, and each admitted to 
the complete lack of understanding of why PD actually occurs. The 
discoveries I made in researching PD were just more examples of 
medicine’s fallibility and necessary deviations from the commonly 
held belief in its perfection. Interestingly enough, the more I learn 
of this imperfection the more I am drawn to medicine, and the 
process writing this paper has drawn me in still deeper. 
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Hey broken record,
can I play a track?
Can I feel every groove 
of your vinyl
with a trembling finger,
all the while finding it
ever so hard to stop?

Can the noise, if that’s all
it really is, be transmitted 
through my skin, 
through every pore, 
then back out again,
evaporating like sweat 
on a summer day,
silent but glistening enough 
to be noticed nonetheless?

Can my skin be cool enough 
to wait while the moisture 
is blown by a southern wind 
to eventually land on my victim?

Can the scent call
him home to me,
make him want to brush 
his fingers over every 
groove of me until I sing?
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1. Introduction

The microbial fuel cell (MFC) is a relatively new technology 
which utilizes the principles of electrochemistry and microbiol-
ogy toward the goal of renewable energy production.  Though the 
full capabilities of MFCs are still being explored, they have shown 
great promise in the area of wastewater treatment concurrent 
with electricity or hydrogen production.  By simultaneously gener-
ating electricity while processing waste, the MFC can be a source 
of sustainable energy if scaled up appropriately.  In MFCs, exoelec-
trogenic microorganisms transfer electrons, product of substrate 
oxidation, to an anode that is immersed in the substrate.  The 
electrons then flow to the cathode through an external circuit 
with a known resistor, where, in the presence of oxygen, reduc-
tion occurs and water is produced.  One can then measure the 
voltage generated during the oxidation process, and subsequently 
analyze the effectiveness of the MFC.

Microbial fuel cells rely on the respiratory activities of micro-
organisms, which utilize biodegradable material and release elec-
trons to the anode.  So far, many different substrates have been 
tested, including various monosaccharides, sugar acids, lignocel-
lulosic biomass, and wastewater from a wide variety of sources 
[1].  By comparing two similar substrates – one monosaccharide 
and one polysaccharide – we can get an idea of the capability of 
the MFC to treat such materials.  A previous experiment using xy-
lose as the simple substrate and domestic wastewater consisting 
of xylose and humic acid as the complex substrate yielded current 
densities of 0.74 mA/cm2 [2] and 0.06 mA/cm2 [3], respectively.  
As simple substrates, glucose and acetate have also been widely 
studied as building blocks of some of the more complex materials 
that are subsequently introduced to MFCs, such as lignocellulosic 
biomass.  Successful breakdown of corn stover in MFCs has been 
demonstrated by Wang et al. (2009), with a power production of 
331 mW/m2 [4].  Sugar derivatives, such as galacturonic acid, have 
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also been investigated, with a reported maximum power density of 
1480±150 mW/m2, 80±2% COD removal, and a maximum voltage 
of 0.33 volts [2]. As the main component of polygalacturonic acid 
(pectin), galacturonic acid is of interest in this experiment and 
will be used as a starting substrate in order to develop a stable mi-
crobial community before the transition to polygalacturonic acid.  

While wastewater treatment is a promising application of the 
MFC, we hope to show that this technology can also be utilized in 
the energy-intensive process of biomass degradation for biofuels.  
Feedstock pretreatment is the most expensive step in biofuels pro-
duction; however, it might be made substantially more sustainable 
if accompanied by electricity generation in a MFC.  As attention 
shifts from petrochemicals to lignocellulosic materials as a means 
for harvesting energy, it becomes necessary to discover efficient 
methods and technologies to process these resources.  With the 
significant amount of lignocellulosic food processing waste pro-
duced each year, this is a worthwhile challenge to heed.  Out of the 
228 kilotons per year of non-meat food processing waste in Cali-
fornia, 88% consists of tomato pomace and grape pomace, with a 
significant contribution by sugar beet pulp [5].  The productive use 
of these materials as feedstock in MFCs could potentially divert 
a large portion of this otherwise unutilized waste.  Generally, an 
energy-intensive pretreatment process is needed to break down 
the biomass and make the cellulose more accessible to enzymes 
during hydrolysis.  The two subsequent steps, hydrolysis and fer-
mentation, then serve to convert the pretreated plant materials 
into simple sugars and then ethyl alcohol for fuel production [6].  
Because of the high cost of pretreatment reactors and chemicals, 
production costs for fuels like ethanol are quite high [7].  Reduc-
ing the cost and time for this initial step is a necessity in order to 
increase the environmental and economical value of biofuels.  

As a demonstration of the capability of the MFC to directly 
utilize these complex materials, we are proposing to use this tech-
nology to generate electricity directly from pectin-rich material 
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without pretreatment.  Starting with the simple sugars galactur-
onic acid and glucose, we hope to demonstrate successful electric-
ity generation in MFCs fed with polygalacturonic acid (polymer) 
and tomato pomace (solid waste from tomato industry with aver-
age annual production of 66,000 BDT/year [5]).  After achieving 
repeatable cycles with simple substrate, the substrate will be re-
placed by polygalacturonic acid (pectin) in order to test whether 
this building block of biomass can be degraded in the MFC.  After 
successful power generation from polygalacturonic acid, the sub-
strate will be replaced by tomato pomace, as actual solid waste.  
If successful, this project will provide the foundation for future 
research regarding the application of microbial fuel cells toward 
biofuels, and examining the MFC as an energy producing pretreat-
ment technology for food processing wastes.  

2. Materials and Methods
Reactor Construction
Three single-chamber microbial fuel cell reactors were con-

structed, each using a 250 mL glass bottle, a graphite fiber brush 
as the anode, and a homemade cathode.  In the setup, the anode 
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(at which oxidation occurs) was immersed in the media, while 
the cathode (at which reduction occurs) faced the media on the 
catalyst side and open air on the other side with applied diffusion 
layers.  The whole reactor was constructed using silicone glue for 
effective adhesion and leakage prevention.  A small strip of tita-
nium was placed in contact with the cathode in order to provide 
means to complete the circuit and measure electricity generation.  
Finally, voltage generation was measured using a Campbell Scien-
tific 21X Micrologger data collector, attached to each MFC with 
alligator clips.  

Anode
The anode used was a 5 cm diameter, 7 cm in length graphite 

fiber brush consisting of graphite fibers attached to a titanium 
core (Gordon Brush, CA).  This anode was chosen due to the large 
surface area provided by the fibers, allowing for maximum micro-
organism contact with the anode and a larger biofilm.  The circuit 
was completed by a piece of copper wire wrapped around the ti-
tanium core and protruding from a small hole in the bottle cap, 
which was sealed with silicone glue.  

Cathode
The cathode constructed was a small piece of carbon cloth, 

with a platinum on carbon catalyst layer on one side and a carbon 
base with four PTFE diffusion layers on the reverse side.  The 
materials used for this cathode were a carbon cloth with 30% 
by weight PTFE wet-proofing (Clean Fuel Cell Energy, Clearwater, 
FL), carbon black powder (Cabot Vulcan XC-72), 40% and 60% 
PTFE solutions, 10% by weight platinum on carbon powder, 5% by 
weight Nafion solution (Aldrich Nafion perfluorinated ion-exchange 
resin), pure iso-proponol (99%, Alfa Aesar), de-ionized water, 12 
solid glass beads (3 mm in diameter).  On one side of the carbon 
cloth, a carbon base layer was painted on, followed by 4 PTFE dif-
fusion layers, which were each allowed to bake in a furnace for 10 
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minutes at 370 degrees Celsius.  On the other side, the platinum 
carbon catalyst layer was applied and the cloth was allowed to dry 
overnight.  The cathodes were then cut into 12 cm2 circles and 
used to construct the MFCs.

Media Preparation
For two reactors, the media was prepared as a 0.5% solu-

tion of both galacturonic acid and yeast extract in 250 mL of 
phosphate buffer.  The third reactor was initially a 0.5% solution 
of glucose and yeast extract in 250 mL of phosphate buffer.  The 
reactors were inoculated using a combination of compost sludge 
(2403 Madrid Court, drum #2, start date 5/2/10) and wastewa-
ter (UC Davis Wastewater Treatment Plant) at 20% concentration 
(v/v).  The media in each MFC was replaced after several days, or 
soon after maximum voltage was reached and electricity genera-
tion began to decrease.  For the glucose reactor, the media was 
changed after 1 week, using 0.5% glucose in 250 mL phosphate 
buffer added to 20 mL of the original media.  The media in the first 
galacturonic acid reactor was changed to polygalacturonic acid 
(pectin) after about two weeks, using 0.5% polygalacturonic acid 
and 0.05% yeast extract in 250 mL of phosphate buffer.  In this 
case, a stir plate and magnetic stir bar were required to provide 
even distribution of the insoluble polygalacturonic acid through-
out the reactor.  At each media change, the pH was taken in order 
to ensure a neutral pH, and 0.3 M HCl or 0.3 M NaOH were added 
where appropriate.  

Data Collection
A 21X Micrologger collected the data (in mV) across an ex-

ternal resistor (1000 Ω). A program was written to collect data 
under the appropriate parameters, using the “21X Instruction 
and Parameter Summary” outlining appropriate input commands.  
For each reactor, data was collected under a voltage range of +/- 
5000 mV, every 120 seconds (two minutes), using three channels 
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(one for each reactor).  The data logger was connected to a PC to 
collect the data, which were then compiled onto one massive excel 
spreadsheet for analysis.  

3. Analysis
At each media change for the reactors containing polygalac-

turonic acid (Reactors #1 and #3), 2 mL samples were taken and 
preserved in a -20°C freezer for later analysis.  The samples were 
analyzed for both chemical oxygen demand (COD) and pectin con-
tent in order to determine the extent of pectin degradation in the 
MFCs.  

Chemical Oxygen Demand
Chemical oxygen demand is an indirect measurement of the 

amount of pollution in water, such as the wastewater and compost 
sludge used to inoculate the MFC.  A chemical reaction is initi-
ated in the sample being analyzed, and the amount of oxygen con-
sumed during the oxidation of organic materials is measured.  The 
oxygen depletion then provides a means to measure the amount 
of biodegradable pollutants in the sample, and how this amount 
changes over time.  For this experiment, the standard method was 
followed, and a Hach spectrophotometer was used for measure-
ment.  

Pectin Assay
In addition to COD, pectin content was measured by uronic 

acid assay, using the protocol prepared by Blumenkrantz and As-
boe-Hansen (Anal Biochem., 1973).  A standard curve was created 
(absorbance on X-axis and galacturonic acid concentration on Y-
axis), and dilutions were taken into account when calculating the 
concentration of galacturonic acid for each sample.  

4. Results and Discussion
Voltage Generation from Different Substrates
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Successful voltage generation using both galacturonic acid 
and polygalacturonic acid as substrates was achieved in this ex-
periment.  As depicted in Figure 1, in a reactor fed with galactur-
onic acid for 1 full cycle, a gradual increase in voltage genera-
tion, a maximum of approximately 200 mV with a short steady 
period, and a decrease due to substrate decomposition was ob-
served.  Maximum voltage generated using polygalacturonic acid 
in two reactors was 184.4 mV and 145.0 mV, as shown in Figure 
2, displaying successful voltage generation for both reactors and 
corresponding to a maximum power output of 0.048 W/m2.  Figure 
3 depicts the comparison between the substrates, with polygalac-
turonic acid producing steady, but lower voltage than galactur-
onic acid.  Maximum voltage for galacturonic acid was 193.3 mV, 
as compared to polygalacturonic acid, which produced 124.7 mV.  
Previously reported data show a maximum power output of 1.48 
W/m2 for galacturonic acid [2], compared to a calculated power 
output of 0.053 W/m2 for this experiment.  This large disparity is 
due to the fact that we did not run a polarization curve for this 
experiment, but kept a steady resistance of 1000Ω throughout.  
By varying resistance from 1000Ω to 50Ω, Catal et al. found that 
optimal power density can be achieved at 120Ω.  In the future, 
we will run polarization curves in order to gain more comparable 
results.  However, by comparing our maximum voltage of 193.3 
mV with the reported value for galacturonic acid, 333 mV, we can 
see that our results do indeed correspond appropriately to past 
research findings.   In looking at the results from the two different 
substrates, polygalacturonic acid, while producing lower voltage 
and power overall, was observed to have greater longevity than 
galacturonic acid as a substrate. 
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Figure 1. Voltage generation from reactor fed with galacturonic acid, 1 
cycle.  
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Figure 2.  Graph displaying voltage generation for two reactors fed with 
polygalacturonic acid.  Reactor #1 was inoculated with polygalacturonic acid 
approximately 10 days prior to Reactor #3.  
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Galacturonic Acid vs. Polygalacturonic Acid, Reactor #1
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Figure 3.  Comparison between average voltage generation of galactur-
onic acid and polygalacturonic acid in Reactor #1, several cycles.   

COD Removal
Chemical oxygen demand measurements for two reactors fed 

with polygalacturonic acid show a 40.3% COD removal for Reactor 
1 and 58.8% COD removal for Reactor 3, confirming the effective-
ness of the MFC for wastewater treatment.  

Table 1.  COD Removal in two MFCs with polygalacturonic acid as a 
substrate

Treatments COD 
(influent)

COD 
(effluent) 

COD removal 
(%)

Reactor 1
 Polygalacturonic
 Acid

3785 mg/L 2260 mg/L 40.3%

Reactor 3 
 Polygalacturonic
 Acid

4430 mg/L 1825 mg/L 58.8 %
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 Coulombic Efficiency
Coulombic efficiency, the percentage of electrons recovered 

as current, was calculated for each substrate (galacturonic acid 
and polygalacturonic acid).  For galacturonic acid, the integral 
of the current was divided by the change in concentration, us-
ing the appropriate conversion factors for the theoretical electron 
production.  For polygalacturonic acid, the integral of the current 
was divided by the change in COD (an indication of substrate con-
centration).  The results showed a coulombic efficiency of 3.41% 
for galacturonic acid and 0.46% for polygalacturonic acid.  Past 
experiments have yielded coulombic efficiencies as high as 22% 
for galacturonic acid as a simple substrate [2], and 8% for starch 
processing wastewater as a complex substrate [8].  These data are 
based on polarization curves, at the optimal resistance of 120Ω.  
Therefore, our data at 1000Ω, without optimization, are not di-
rectly comparable, though the relatively low coulombic efficiencies 
in this experiment may also be due to a lack of adequate time for 
the MFCs to achieve sufficient cycles to reach their maximum 
potential for energy output.  Further experiments are needed to 
achieve a polarization curve and determine the external resis-
tance at which the reactors reach their maximum capacity. 

Pectin Concentration
As an evaluation of the pectin degradation in the MFC, the 

pectin assay did not provide concrete results, which may in part 
be due to variations in the assay itself.  For Reactor #3, spectro-
photometer data shows an initial pectin concentration of 2.101 
µg/mL, and 0.09960 µg/mL at the first midpoint measurement.  
The standard deviations of these measurements were 2.365 and 
0.0844, respectively.  Though a decrease in pectin was displayed, 
the high standard deviations render this method of analysis incon-
clusive for this experiment.  COD measurements provide a much 
better evaluation of substrate degradation in the MFCs.   
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Methane Generation
At the start of the experiment, leakage became a problem 

due to an extensive amount of pressure building up inside the an-
ode chamber, causing diffusion of media through the cathode.  In 
both MFCs and membrane less microbial electrolysis cells (MECs), 
which are similar to MFCs but used mostly as a means of hydro-
gen generation, the undesired production of methane gas has been 
noted [9].  Because glucose is a fermentable substrate, it is subject 
to the competing processes of fermentation and methanogenesis, 
which do not lead to electricity production.  It was hypothesized 
that this was the problem occurring in the MFCs, and the caps of 
the glass bottles were thereafter left loose in order to allow the 
escape of gas and avoid leakage.  Unfortunately, this possibly in-
troduced more oxygen to the bioreactors and decreased the over-
all efficiency of the MFCs.

Conclusion
While the application of MFC technology to biofuels is far 

from being realized on an industrial scale, the MFC continues to 
prove its capabilities for such applications.  The demonstration 
of successful and long-lived electricity generation for both simple 
substrates (galacturonic acid) and complex substrates (polygalac-
turonic acid) proves that the MFC can be utilized for this purpose.  
The decrease in chemical oxygen demand in the MFC is a reliable 
indication of the successful breakdown and consumption of poly-
galacturonic acid by the microorganisms within the reactor.  As 
data continue to be collected and analyzed from MFC experimen-
tation, the ultimate challenge will be to optimize these processes 
in order utilize this technology on a larger scale.  The ability of the 
microbial fuel cell to simultaneously break down organic matter 
and generate electricity makes it an ideal solution to the current 
energy crisis, providing hope for a much-needed alternative to fos-
sil fuels.  
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Little Voice, Pocket Mouse
Tremolo, Sparrow House,
Take the path you wish you lead.
No one knows what’s in my head.

Fern-strewn path, muddy vale
Trees to climb in grotto hale.
You kissed me and my cheeks blushed red.
You think you know what’s in my head.

Guns were loaded, river roar,
There we had a water war
Laughter bounded, fish were fed,
No one knows what’s in my head.

Song of passion, song of stair,
We spread and breathed the special air
Power spiraled, souls were bled
No one knows what’s in my head

Seashells gathered, fish in net
Upon the rock the sun has set
Primal joy I feel when said:
No one knows what’s in my head

Crying, shrieking, glaring, glowering,
Internal wounds, infernal flowering
Minced my arm with knife of lead
You think you know what’s in my head

Voices swirl and whisper still.
Sometimes benign and sometimes ill.
Their words into my thoughts are led
You’ve no idea what’s in my head.



“Something bold and tragical and austere”1:

Envisioning Impossible Art in the 
Early Faulkner

Written by: Dana Badley
UC Santa Barbara

Medium: Research
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“Born male and single at early age in Mississippi. Quit school 
after five years in seventh grade. Got job in Grandfather’s bank 
and learned medicinal value of his liquor. Grandfather thought 
janitor did it. Hard on janitor. War came. Liked British uniform. 
Got commission R.F.C., pilot. Crashed. Cost British gov’t £2000. 
Was still pilot. Crashed. Cost British gov’t £2000. Quit. Cost Brit-
ish gov’t $84.30. King said, ‘Well done.’ Returned to Mississippi. 
Family got job: postmaster. Resigned by mutual agreement on part 
of two inspectors; accused of throwing all incoming mail into gar-
bage can. How disposed of outgoing mail never proved. Inspectors 
foiled. Had $700. Went to Europe. Met man named Sherwood An-
derson. Said, ‘Why not write novels? Maybe won’t have to work.’ 
Did. Soldiers’ Pay. Did. Mosquitoes. Did. Sound and Fury. Did. 
Sanctuary, out next year. Now flying again. Age 32. Own and oper-
ate own typewriter.” 

        
William Faulkner, 19302 

“A writer needs 3 things: experience, observation, imagina-
tion, any two of which, at times any one of which, can supply the 
lack of the others.”

        
William Faulkner, 19553 

Of the many professions that he would claim to have in his 
many biographical sketches, none was as prominent nor as per-
sistent as that of the artist-Faulkner4. At times a professed ex-
patriate, soldier, farmer, postman, horse trainer, and failed poet, 
Faulkner and his early experimentations with art and art-making 
– especially in New Orleans and Paris – would come to play a 
pivotal role in the shaping of Faulkner the novelist. As William 
Falkner, he submitted a drawing for the 1916-17 annual at the 
University of Mississippi, a move that led to a relationship spawn-
ing three university publications, sixteen additional drawings, 
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and numerous poems, reviews, and other assorted writings. In 
the self-penned biographical sketch for the publication of “A Rose 
for Emily” in the April 1930 issue of Forum, the emerging novelist 
forged a strange synthesis of vision and actuality, achieving what 
he coyly refers to as “fact” rather than “truth”. The 1920s for 
Faulkner would be a time of intense artistic development as he ex-
perimented with forms of aesthetic creation – visual, poetic, and 
narrative arts – leading him from drawings at “Ole Miss” to poetry 
and onward to prose. But while he professed himself to be “a failed 
poet,” many of his early works were obsessed with artistic iden-
tity. The “lost-generation” novel Soldier’s Pay [1925] depicts the 
return of Donald Mahon, a recently blinded soldier who overhears 
others, a narrative element recalling its author’s own anxiety of 
place in the work. Mosquitoes [1927] is perhaps the most fully-
actualized exploration of artistry, assembling an assortment of 
artists – authors, sculptors, even the allegorically-named lesbian 
Eva Wiseman – aboard a yacht on Lake Pontchartrain. Between 
Soldier’s Pay and Mosquitoes, he was to write two fictions of El-
mer Hodge, a sculptor doomed to abandon his craft in order to 
marry the mundane Myrtle, in “Elmer” and “A Portrait of Elmer”. 
Faulkner would never complete either fiction of Elmer throughout 
his lifetime. It would be in “Carcassonne” and the unpublished “Pe-
ter” in which Faulkner would most experimentally approach the 
artist, exploring the profession within the racialized and regional-
ized context of the Hemispheric South. These two envisionings 
of the psychomachiac artist break from the otherwise traditional 
– for Faulkner – narrative form of the New Orleans Sketches and 
other short stories during this period. For the emerging writer, 
art and its production would serve as the primary arena in which 
he explores anxieties of race, craft, and impossibility in a world 
beginning to be flooded with material culture.  

“Peter”: Faulkner on the Fringe 
 After Sherwood Anderson, William Spratling was one of 
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the most important figures during Faulkner’s stay in New Orleans. 
Faulkner rented Spratling’s apartment at 624 Orleans Alley while 
the young architect worked at Tulane University. The two Williams’ 
exploration of the seaport would influence “Out of Nazareth” and 
“Episode,” two pieces Faulkner wrote for the Sunday feature sec-
tion of the New Orleans Times-Picayune (and later anthologized in 
the New Orleans Sketches by Carvel Collins in 1958). Among the 
other sixteen pieces published for the Times-Picayune, Faulkner 
attempted to capture a city that was diverse as it was colorful. It 
was during this time that he began to explore his position in ur-
banity; he appeared to be enthralled by the expanse of the artist’s 
imagination. In the sketch “The Artist,” he begins by having the 
titular artist exclaim,

A dream and a fire which I cannot control, driving me with-
out these comfortable smooth paths of solidity and sleep which 
nature has decreed for man. A fire which I inherited willy-nilly, 
and which I must needs feed with talk and youth and the very ves-
sel which bears the fire: the serpent which consumes its own kind, 
knowing that I can never give to the world that which is crying in 
me to be freed. (NOS, 47)5  

Already for Faulkner, the artist was a site of impossibility 
– the unrestrained “dream and […]fire” that drives the artist will 
never materialize into what the world “is crying […] to be freed”. 
But at the same time, he resolves this conflict by remaining dedi-
cated to the pursuit of artistic fulfillment. At the end of the sketch, 
the artist proclaims, “But to create! Which among ye who have not 
this fire, can know this joy, let it be ever so fleet?” (NOS, 48). The 
isolation of the artist mirrors Faulkner’s sense of estrangement 
as an artist-cum-novelist. Much of his early fiction – Soldier’s Pay, 
“Elmer,” “A Portrait of Elmer,” “Peter,” and Mosquitoes – is con-
cerned with the relation between Faulkner and the (oftentimes 
eponymous) character. Such a position could nearly be construed 
as impossible; he remains both within and distanced from the artis-
tic world he depicts. There is a sense of impossible vision reached: 
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although the world of artists is breached momentarily by these 
writings, it remains idealized and almost sentimentalized, becom-
ing an impermeable mini-cosmos of the larger apocryphal “postage 
stamp of native soil,” Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha County. 

In “Peter,” one of the many impossibilities is the impossibil-
ity of proximity. Walking between an alleyway that “swam back 
between walls of an ineffable azure into which one passed as into 
sleep,” the artist-Spratling and a group of others encounter Peter, 
the young child of a prostitute (US, 489).6 With sunlight ““like 
golden water between walls,” the men begin to talk to him in this 
liminal space, culminating in Spratling asking the boy, “How would 
you like to be drawn?” (US, 491). At this moment, the prose style 
of the piece changes to a more immediate series of interludes 
resembling something like a stagehand’s account of dialogue be-
tween two players. Peter and Spratling converse: 

Peter – I dunno. 
Spratling – I expect so. 
Peter – But say, you cant put me in a picture, can you? 
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A voice – Wait until that chilly breeze catch you in your 
B.V.D.’s. 

Spratling – Certainly I can, if you want me to. (US, 491) 
While the artist-Faulkner would be exploring the streets of 

the harbor with this incarnation of artist-Spratling, it is unclear 
where Faulkner the writer is. Although there is an “I” to the story 
just as there is an “us,” the “I” appears to subside during these 
interludes of dialogic exchange; the unknown voices (that appear 
in four out of the five “dialogues”) seem to mark two narrators in 
“Peter” – the narrator of the first-person prose pieces and the nar-
rator of the “dialogues”. Indeed, if Faulkner was already explor-
ing an idiosyncratically personal (and often regionalized) mode 
of first-person narration in New Orleans Sketches, it would not 
be impossible to envision him constructing a narrative space in 
which the dialogic becomes the Dialogic. 

 Within this experimental design, music responds to the 
visual and narrative arts as well. Interrupting the first “dialogue”, 
the “victrola again broke into a tortured syncopation. Here were 
dark trees, and starts on an unknown water – all the despairs of 
time and breath” (US, 491). Already marked as a racialized object, 
the victrola – playing a sentimental Blues album – holds “all the 
tortured despairs of negroes,” becoming an artistic vessel holding 
an inherited collective pain (US, 489). In fact, the Blues album 
playing expands onto the text, permeating the “dialogues”: 

A voice – Baby, wrap me round!
A voice – You goddam whore, I’ll cut your th’oat. 
A voice – And yo’ heart within you melt, for the sorrows you 

have felt. (US, 492) 
Becoming yet another voice that this narrator overhears, 

the schmaltzy lyricism of the victrola is cruelly assimilated onto 
this violent portrait of prostitution. But for “Peter,” it would make 
sense to add yet another medium, artistic or otherwise, into this 
crucible of aesthetics. The totality of Faulkner’s vision in this al-
leyway – itself a semi-impossible locale between two walls and 
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mental spheres – encompasses both the high-brow and the low-
brow. When Peter’s mother appears on the stairs and ends the 
reverie of the “dialogues,” she becomes an art object herself, hold-
ing in her dark eyes “all the despair of a subject race and […] 
the knowledge of the ancient sorrows of white and black” (US, 
493). As another sort of vessel, his mother contains a presence 
that reassures and calms her now crying son, heralding a return 
to the present. The first uninterrupted portion of the story oc-
curs in both present and past tense, and the final interrupted seg-
ment – after the mother’s return – embraces the present once 
more. At the center of the story with its “dialogues” and inter-
jections is thus another memento contained: Peter becoming “a 
tortured caricature of himself” (US, 492). The “dialogues” wed 
Spratling’s painting scene with the mother’s encounters upstairs, 
fusing together the two worlds in which both become accessible. 
The reader assumes the role of listener, becoming, like Peter and 
author-Faulkner, estranged from the totalizing narrative vision.  
The figures upstairs are now simply voices to overhear. But of 
course the two forms of narration – the “dialogues” and their in-
terspersed prose passages – ultimately complete each other. After 
returning to the scene of art, the narrator notes a Chinese man 
descending the stairs, exiting into the alley in which he is observed 
by both artist and child. And just as Peter undoubtedly overhears 
a customer screaming, “You goddam whore, I’ll cut your th’oat,” 
we understand what artist-Faulkner means when he speculates, “I 
knew that Peter was going to cry” (US, 492). 

But just as the Chinese customer enters the alleyway, so en-
ters a narrative of race and racial impossibilities. With the man’s 
“flat Mongol face […] as yellow as Peter’s,” he marks the young 
boy as a markedly racialized Other. But Peter explains, “I aint got 
no paw, I got a brother, though. He’s white. Like you” (US 489). 
And once again, his mother’s eyes hold “the ancient sorrows of 
white and black” while she listens to the victrola that holds the 
“tortured despair of negroes” in “tortured syncopation” much the 
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same way that Peter himself becomes a “tortured caricature”. The 
artist-Faulkner even notes that Peter’s “face is round as a cup 
of milk with a dash of coffee in it” (US, 489).  Taken together, 
these various pieces of racial identity suggest a nearly impossible 
amalgamation of three distinct races – White, Black, and Asian – 
in such a way that would be so taboo for the 1920s that it would 
prompt Faulkner to leave it unpublished. He would later explore 
the intersections of race in America, albeit with a quintessential 
Southern lens focusing on White/Black relations. In a place such 
as Yoknapatawpha County, there is little room for Asians or Asian 
Americans; in The Sound and the Fury [1929], Quentin Compson 
extends beyond the taboo of Blackness in musing,

Versh told me about a man who mutilated himself. He went 
into the woods and did it with a razor, sitting in a ditch. A 
broken razor flinging them backward over the shoulder the 
same motion complete with the jerked skein of blood back-
ward not looping. But that’s not it. It’s not not having them. 
It’s never to have had them then I could say O That That’s 
Chinese I dont know Chinese.7 
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But while affiliation with Asian culture is alien for Quentin 
precisely because of his Whiteness, it is not so for Peter. As a child 
racially marked by three major races of the United States, Peter is 
the ultimate Other – the taboo product of relentless and associa-
tive miscegenation. With prostitution outlawed in early twentieth-
century New Orleans except for the Storyville district – itself a 
mixture of races, economic classes, and nationalities – then Peter 
would be, as the son of a prostitute, a literal byproduct the dis-
trict’s “black and tan and yellow faces” (US, 491). Yet once again 
in the early fiction associated with art, this impossibility is nearly 
resolved. The artist-Faulkner ponders, “What does he see? I won-
dered, thinking of him as an incidental coin minted between the 
severed yet similar despairs of two races” (US, 490). The econo-
mizing of race serves a double purpose in “Peter” – first, race is 
rendered profitable by the exotic quality of the mother. With her 
vague Blackness, she poses no threat to a society obsessed with 
skin color and the so-called “purity” of familial bloodlines. After 
the artist-Faulkner likens the boy to a coin balanced between two 
races, Peter unknowingly mirrors this in asking the man: “Say, 
can you spin a top? There is a boy lives in that house can spin one 
end and pick it up on the string” (US, 490). Desiring to master 
this racialized game of balancing, Peter spinning a top would figu-
ratively enter him into the same economic and consumer arena 
with his mother’s customers who constantly belittle him. And 
such a balance is achieved in the short story: poised between the 
walls of both the alleyway and race, Peter and these young men 
construct an aesthetic vision of uncompromising totality in which 
humans and art alike become vessels of collective and torturous 
experience.  

“Carcassonne”: Faulkner at the Frontier 
 Published in the 1931 collection These 13, “Carcassonne” 

was born out of Faulkner’s now-embraced vocation as a failure. 
Regarding the experimental short story that would later conclude 
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his Collected Stories, he would say:
I was still writing about a young man in conflict with his 
environment. I – it seemed to me that fantasy was the best 
way to tell that story […] To use fantasy was the best, and 
that’s a piece that I’ve always liked because there was the 
poet again. I wanted to be a poet, and I think of myself now 
as a failed poet, not as a novelist at all but a failed poet who 
had to take up what he could do.8 
Although published in 1931, biographers have recently dat-

ed the writing of “Carcassonne” around 1925, a year in which 
Faulkner would be working in New Orleans, traveling around Eu-
rope before the publication of Soldier’s Pay, and returning once 
more to his native Oxford, Mississippi. It would also place “Carcas-
sonne” in the same chronological and thematic vein as “Peter” – 
both pieces from 1925 stem from his aforementioned travels with 
Spratling in preparation for what would become the Sketches. After 
publishing “L’Apres-Midi d’un Faune” in the New Republic in 1919, 
Faulkner would continue to dabble in poetry before transitioning 
into prose. Yet at the same time, he maintained a romanticized 
notion of poetry – even in 1957, he describes poetry as “some 
moving, passionate moment of the human condition distilled to 
its absolute essence.”9  With this in mind, “Carcassonne” becomes 
the arena in which both Wilfred Midlegeston10 – an artist from the 
short story “Black Music” – and the artist-Faulkner attempt to 
reconcile poetry and prose, aesthetic and material cultures, and 
temporality and eternity. 

Descended from the Medieval allegory tradition, the psycho-
machiac artist of “Carcassonne” emblematizes a schism between 
body and soul, recalling again a sense of impossible possibility. 
Although the story opens with the “me on a buckskin pony with 
eyes like blue electricity and a mane like tangled fire, galloping up 
into the hill and right off into the high heaven of the world,” it goes 
on to note that “His skeleton lay still” (CS, 895). Body and imagi-
nation thus become two competing mediums in and of themselves, 
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appearing to always 
parallel – but never in-
tersect – one another. 
But the short story is 
a space for Faulkner 
to reconcile these two 
seemingly antagonis-
tic principles: we are 
told that “Perhaps [the 
skeleton] was thinking 
about this […] But it 
said nothing, which is 
certainly not like you 
he thought you are 
not like yourself. but I 
can’t say that a little 
quiet is not pleasant” 
(CS, 895). Transgress-
ing the boundaries 
between first-person 

and third-person narration within a single sentence, this artistic 
omnipotence overruns the distance between body and soul, creat-
ing a dialogue in which the body becomes text through corporeal 
experience. The tension between the soaring imagination and its 
predecessor –the body – becomes a site of aesthetic fecundity as 
both “mediums” transform the other. In the dark room in which 
the body lies, its “body consciousness” 

 shaped in his mind’s eye his motionless body grown phos
 phorescent with that steady decay which had set up with
 in his body on the day of his birth. the flesh is dead liv-
 ing on itself subsisting consuming itself thriftily in its 
 own renewal will never die for I am the Resurrection and 
 the Life (CS, 896-7)
With his body now an embodied memento mori, the artist be-
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comes (religious) text itself. In the Book of John, Jesus tells Mar-
tha, “I am the resurrection and the life. Those who believe in me, 
even though they die, will live, and everyone who lives and believes 
in me will never die.”11 Fusing divinity with art, the artist of “Car-
cassonne” becomes a twentieth-century messiah in whom eternal 
life is reconciled within. The sacred artist emerges yet again when 
describing the quasi-patron Mrs. Widdrington who “owned the rats 
too” (CS, 898). He imagines hearing “a fairy pattering of little feet 
behind a bloody arras where fell where fell where I was King of 
Kings but the woman with the woman with the dog’s eyes to knock 
my bones together and together” (CS, 898). The King of artistic 
Kings has little sway over a figure who often haunted Faulkner 
– Clytemnestra, the woman with the “dog’s eyes”. It was from 
Book XI of The Odyssey that Faulkner would derive the title for 
his 1931 “tour-de-force”: “As I lay dying the woman with the dog’s 
eyes would not close my eyes for me as I descended into Hades”.12  
As Doreen Fowler has found, Faulkner also referred the particular 
line “as I lay dying” in a piece that later became “Spotted Horses” 
and eventually The Hamlet [1940].13 Even further, Clytie Sutpen of 
Absalom, Absalom! [1936] was originally named Clytemnestra.14 
This patron (grotesque in her own right) compromises the artist’s 
vitality by “knocking” together his bones in cacophonous motion. 
The skeleton debunks the immortal aesthetic life: 

Bones might lie under seas, in the caverns of the sea, knocked 
together by the dying echoes of waves. Like bones of horses 
cursing the inferior riders who bestrode them, bragging to 
one another about what they would have done with a first-
rate rider up. But somebody always crucified the first-rate 
riders. And then it’s better to be bones knocking together to 
the spent motion of falling tides in the caverns and the grot-
toes of the sea. (CS, 897)  
The skeleton’s deadening riposte thus crucifies the artist-

messiah and deposits the corpse at the bottom of a grotesque sea 
in order to silence it. And in alluding to the grottoes as a deposi-
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tory for refuse, the artist becomes racialized once more. In The 
Sound and the Fury, Quentin Compson remembers, “Niggers say 
a drowned man’s shadow was watching for him in the water all 
the time. It twinkled and glinted, like breathing, the float slow like 
breathing too, and debris half submerged, healing out to the sea 
and the caverns and the grottoes of the sea.”15 Yet again, artistry 
has been marked with an otherness that exudes the anxiety of 
division. Like the severed skeleton of the artist of “Carcassonne,” 
the “drowned man’s shadow” embodies a collapse of totality. The 
fragmented body depicts the darker, repressed nature of human-
ity that lies on the seaside periphery and compromises the ef-
ficacy of the complete self. And while the artist recalls “Bouillon 
and Tancred too,” the two heroic knights only elicit a groan from 
the skeleton (CS, 897). The seemingly endless discourse between 
the artist and its skeleton depicts the anxiety of art’s ability to 
transcend the mundane.  

In the mundane, material world of the imagined Rincon, the 
romanticized medieval city of Carcassonne is juxtaposed with 
the Standard Oil Company. With the exact location of Rincon (a 
town that appears on various American coasts) never clarified, 
Faulkner’s Hemispheric South comes to represent a world of un-
checked expanding consumer culture that threatens the vitality 
of art, here captured by the city of Carcassonne, a kind of “art-
surrogate”16 for the writer. Immediately from the story’s begin-
ning, we are inundated with the juxtaposition of art and consumer 
culture: “And me on a buckskin pony with eyes like blue electric-
ity and a mane like tangled fire” (CS, 895). On his Americanized 
Pegasus, the artist has been literally marked with an electric eye; 
the boundary – if any – between him and the electric aesthetic 
has been blurred, allowing for the electric pupil to frame the world 
according to its own design. The materiality further continues 
when it is noted that the skeleton of the artist “lay beneath an un-
rolled strip of tarred roofing made of paper” (CS, 895). While the 
artist’s imagination rides forever upward toward the heavens, the 
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literal ceiling restrains its body below. But if the fanciful dreams 
of sleep occur during the nighttime, they are restrained during 
the day during which “the entire bed rolled back not a spool and 
stood erect in the corner. It was like those glasses, reading glass-
es which old ladies used to wear, attached to a cord that rolls onto 
a spindle in a neat case of unmarked gold” (CS, 895). Recalling 
Mrs. Widdrington and her wealth, the rolled-up sleeping mat links 
the means of the artist’s dreaming with its economic patronage; 
he and his craft are cast in the image of his patron whose gold 
(read: pure) lineage contrasts with his electrified pupil. Attempt-
ing to contain art, she economizes it, transforming the craft into 
something as marketable as the Standard Oil Company she is affili-
ated with. Like Mrs. Widdrington, Rosa Coldfield of Absalom, Absa-
lom! economizes aesthetic creation in speculating that for Quentin 
Compson, writing is a matter of making money or, as Faulkner 
described in writing to Harrison Smith in 1932, “whoring again”.17 
She tells Quentin: “You will be married then I expect and perhaps 
your wife will want a new gown or a new chair for the house and 
you can write this and submit it to the magazines.”18 But in a city 
where “lighted windows and doors lay like oily strokes of broad 
and overladen brushes,” art has become commodified (CS, 896). 

The artist thus seeks “a vacuum in which nothing, not even 
silence, was” in order to create (CS, 896). Sleeping in the attic 
above a cantina owned by the Standard Oil Company, he is en-
trenched within the word of economic exchange. But it is not sim-
ply a matter of the company owning the architectural spaces he 
works within; in Faulkner’s imagined Rincon, consumer culture 
permeates even states of consciousness: “But the Standard Oil 
Company, who owned the garret and the roofing paper, owned the 
darkness too; it was Mrs. Widdrington’s, the Standard Oil Com-
pany’s wife’s, darkness he was using to sleep in. She’s make a poet 
of you too, if you did not work anywhere” (CS, 897). Once again 
for Faulkner, artistry is a racialized profession. “With her,” the 
narrator continues, “if you were white and did not work, you were 
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either a tramp or a poet” (CS, 897). With art a last resort of sorts 
for the disenfranchised, it would be regarded as an illegitimate ca-
reer for anyone affiliated with the Standard Oil Company. Howev-
er, the artist triumphs consumer culture and instead achieves the 
aesthetic greatness rooted in Faulkner’s “art-surrogate” Medieval 
city. The American Pegasus and its rider transcend the culture 
from which they sprang forth: “Across the twin transparencies 
of the spectacles the horse still gallops with its tangled welter 
of tossing flames” (CS, 896). “Carcassonne” paradoxically gath-
ers momentum by repeating this image of the horse still galloping 
on. Several exchanges later, it still presses onward, “Across the 
twin transparencies of the glassy floor[…], unflagging and without 
progress, its destination the barn where sleep was stabled” (CS, 
897). In depriving the artist of producing a tangible commodity, 
he transcends the labor mentality around him. Bliss lies in the vi-
sion itself rather than its actualization, and so the artist creates 
ex nihlio out of the silences of material culture. In this vision, 
the impossibilities of creating “something bold and tragical and 
austere” give way to another form of narrative experimentation 
in which the two seemingly antagonistic sides – the reality of the 
skeleton and the romantic tendencies of the imagination – are 
reconciled into something profound. In the story’s final section, 
the artist extends beyond his skeleton and announces: 

I want to perform something bold and tragical and austere 
he repeated, shaping the soundless words in the pattering 
silence me on a buckskin pony with eyes like blue electricity 
and a man like tangled fire, galloping up the hill and right off 
into the high heaven of the world Still galloping, the horse 
soars outward; still galloping, it thunders up the long blue 
hill of heaven, its tossing mane in golden swirls like fire. (CS, 
899)
Synthesizing both voices into a coherent and esemplastic 

whole, the conclusion sees the artist’s vision actualized. The first 
time in which italicized and Roman font are interspersed repeat-
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edly in a single paragraph, the finale unites both sides of the fis-
sured artist, restoring a vision in which an impossible momentum 
is reached. This momentum thus resolves the psychomachiac di-
vide between the artist and his body, suturing them together into 
a totality that extends beyond the corporeal – and even imagina-
tive – realms. 

Conclusion: Faulkner and the Frame 
The publication of Soldier’s Pay in 1926 saw Faulkner begin 

the novel with a surprising epitaph: one of his own poems. Recalling 
the earlier fusions of poetry and prose, the move signaled a transi-
tion from the poet-Faulkner to the novelist-Faulkner, allowing him 
to become the “failed poet” he professed himself to be so late in his 
career. When he was abroad in Paris, the young Faulkner commis-
sioned a series of portraits to commemorate the publication of his 
debut novel (see page 16). William C. Odiorne, the photographer of 
the series, captured a man on the brink of craft: these portraits 
of the artist as a young man show him to have both a critical and 
appreciative eye for art and the Parisian culture he affiliated him-
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self with. While in Paris, he would begin “Mosquito,” a short story 
obsessed with artists in which a character named Faulkner – a 
visual artist – appeared. These early fictions of the artist would 
surface yet again in “A Portrait of Elmer” and “Elmer”. After dis-
carding these short stories, he could later recycle “characters, 
themes, and even patches of dialogue and imagery” in later works 
such as Mosquitoes, Sartoris/Flags in the Dust [1929], and The 
Wild Palms/If I Forget Thee, Jerusalem [1939]. 

For the emerging novelist, art and impossibility would be in-
trinsically linked with one another. Describing his pictures, the El-
mer of “A Portrait of Elmer” announces, “I want never to be com-
pletely satisfied with any of [my pictures], so that I shall always 
paint again.” The impossible pursuit of “something bold and tragi-
cal and austere” would come to haunt Faulkner as he continued 
to write. Affectionately referring to The Sound and the Fury as “a 
real son of a bitch,” he would derive a sense of success from his 
failed experiments.19 He would find that in order to experiment, 
one of two things – imagination or pattern – had to give. So to 
“make imagination and pattern conform, meet, [or] be amicable,” 
one of these two impulses must subside. But “when one has to 
give” for Faulkner, “it’s always the pattern that has to give.”20 In 
this giving, a strange, impossible vision can be achieved. Different 
narrative forms are bridged, the anxiety of race can be explored, 
and art can resist material cultures and mentalities. Peter, Spra-
tling, and the artist of “Carcassonne” realize the agency associ-
ated with aesthetic pursuit; at the close of “Peter,” his framing 
imbues him with a sense of balance between the two sides on the 
coin of race: “Here was spring in a paved street, between walls, 
and here was Peter, his sorrow forgotten, in a window, saying: 
‘When you come next time I bet I can spin that top.’” (US, 494).  
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1  Faulkner, William. “Carcassonne.” Collected Stories. New York: 
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5  New Orleans Sketches. New Brunswick: Rutgers University 
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1928) as well as in the New Orleans sketch “Out of Nazareth,” one of 
the pieces influenced by Spratling. For more, please refer to Skei, Hans. 
Reading Faulkner’s Best Short Stories. Columbia: University of South 
Carolina Press, 1999. 
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11  John 11:25-26; New Revised Standard Version translation.

12  Quoted in Noel Polk’s notes for As I Lay Dying. New York: Vin-
tage, 1990. (266). As Carvel Collins explains in “The Pairing of The 
Sound and the Fury and As I Lay Dying,” Faulkner would been reading 
Sir Roger Marris’ 1925 Oxford translation at the time he was writing in 
the 1920s and early 1930s. While he may not have used this particular 
translation while writing “Carcassonne,” he would have been no doubt 
familiar with Homer’s epic at the time. 

13  Fowler, Doreen. “Matricide and the Mother’s Revenge: As I Lay 
Dying.” As I Lay Dying. Ed. Michael Gorra. New York: W.W. Norton & 
Company, 2010. (316). 

14  “Yes, Clytie was his daughter too: Clytemnestra. He named her 
himself.” Absalom, Absalom! New York: Vintage, 1990. (48) 

15  TSAF, 57. 

16  Hamblin, Robert. “Carcassonne in Mississippi: Faulkner’s Ge-
ography of the Imagination.” Faulkner and the Craft of Fiction: Faulkner 
and Yoknapatawpha, 1987. Ed. Doreen Fowler and Ann J. Abadie. Jack-
son: University Press of Mississippi, 1989. (151)  

17  Selected Letters. (59) 

18  A,A! (5) 

19  Quoted in Wasson, Ben. “Publishing The Sound and the Fury”. 
The Sound and the Fury. (222). Later reflecting on the novel, Faulkner 
would say: “Well, the finest failure was The Sound and the Fury, and 
that’s the one that to me is the [most successful] because that was 
the best failure” (Lion in the Garden, 92). In 1955, he elaborated on 
his “most splendid failure”: “The book which took me the most agony 
was The Sound and the Fury. Took me give years of re-working and re-
writing. Never did finish it” (Lion in the Garden, 222). 

20   Faulkner in the University. (52) 
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